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Stories with holes answers vol 2

© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates The famous logic stories that make children and adults think! Each book contains new stories for children aged 7-77. Stimulate students' critical and creative thinking skills. You can read a story in a group; to find the answer people can only ask questions that can be answered with yes or no... Each book contains 20 stories. They are
listed here in volume order. You can choose to purchase individual books or the full volume specified below. All new stories by Nathan Levy.$14.95More unique, new logic stories by Nathan Levy, $14.95Vol.1 ★ Revised and Updated 2017New ISBN 9780984028757$9.95$9.95$9.9.9 95$9.95$9 .95$9.95$9.95$9.95$9.95$95$9.95$9.95$9.95$9.95Stories with vol holes. 13
$9.95Stories with holes vol. 14$9.95$9.95$9.95$9.95$9.95Stories with holes vol.18$9.95$9.95Stories with Holes vol. 20 $9.95$175.00Stories with Hole Gift Edition Volumes 1-6by Nathan LevyBy Nathan LevySample Stories Set taken from 19 of the 20 volumes of stories with holes. Some of the most difficult stories have been omitted. Glossy covers make this set more suitable as
a gift set. Grades 2-Adult.Regular price: $90.00Pity price: $72.00Stories with Holes Gift Edition Volumes 7-12by Nathan LevyBy Nathan LevySample stories taken from 19 of the 20 volumes of stories with holes. Some of the most difficult stories have been omitted. Glossy covers make this set more suitable as a gift set. Grades 2-Adult.Regular price: $90.00 Inspection price:
$72.00Stories with Holes Gift Edition Full Total Volumes 1 - 1212 volumes Sample stories taken from 19 of the 20 volumes of stories with holes. Some of the most difficult stories have been omitted. Glossy covers make this set more suitable as a gift set. Grades 2-Adult.by Nathan LevyRegular price: $144.00Sale price: $134.95 Directions: Read the script for Girls. Then they ask
you questions to find out what happened. Story 1: The man was afraid to go home because the man in the mask was there. Answer: The man in the mask was a catcher on a baseball team. The other was a key runner. Story 2: Dan and Don walked into a tavern and served identical drinks. Don drank slowly and died. Dan drank it fast and was fine. Answer: There was poison in ice
Story 3: A famous scientist was awarded a government award for his invention of a new weapon. He decided to invite a friend to a party at the lab. For fun, he provided a juggler, an opera soprano, and a ballet dancer. At the height of the evening, all those present were killed suddenly and mysteriously. Answer: The soprano sang a high note, exploding the glass bottle of the
deadly The New Gun Story 4: John and Mary are on the floor. Theer is pieces of broken glass and a puddle of liquid also on the floor. Mary's dead. Answer: John, a cat, struck over a fishbowl, in which, Mary, a fish, lived. Story 5: A traveler on a street dessert came upon the body of a man lying on the side of the road, dead. The dead man was wearing one. A. Although there are
no marks on the body, or blood anywhere, the traveler could immediately tell the cause of death. Answer: The backpack was a closed parachute Story 6: Sylvester had just received a promotion in his company. To celebrate, Sylvester and his wife invited his boss, his boss's wife and a 70-year-old party to dinner. A fire broke out during the party and no one escaped from the room.
This morning, a firefighter found the bodies of only five people in the rubble. Answer: There were never more than 5 people there: the man, his wife, the boss, the boss's wife and the party of 70, an elderly man. Story 7: A hundred people were travelling down the Amazon River on a flatboat when the boat, in calm waters, capsized and everyone drowned. Answer: A huge snake
was seen hanging over the river from a tree branch. The passengers panicked and all of them ran to the other side of the boat to escape, recovering the boat. Story 8: Mr. Allen was reading a newspaper and came up with an article about the death of a woman in the Swiss Alps. Reading that Dr. Jone's wife had accidentally fallen to her death while skiing, Mr. Allen went to the
police and told them Jones murdered his wife. After questions, Jones confessed to the crime. How did Mr. Allen know? Answer: Mr. Allen is a travel agent. He remembered selling Jones a one-way ticket and a round-trip ticket to Switzerland. Story 9: A doctor was driving his son to school one day when their car was hit by a truck. The doctor was killed and his son was seriously
injured. The son was rushed to a nearby hospital and prepared for surgery, however, when he was transferred to surgery the surgeon announced: I can't operate, this is my son. Answer: the surgeon was the mother boys. Story 10: A mans dead body hanging form rope is attached to the center of a ceiling beam in a large empty room. His feet are 10 meters from the floor. Nothing
else is in the room. Answer: The man climbed into an ice stack, attached the rope and waited for the ice to melt. Story 11: A gang of thieves robs a warehouse one night. They arrest two night watchmen and place them unharmed in the trunk of a car parked nearby. The next morning, when employees hear sounds coming from the trunk, they open it. One man comes out, alive and
well, and the other is dead. Answer: The survivor was breathing air from the spare tire. Story 12: A murder was committed thousands of people ago, but all of them thought it was an accident. Answer: A trapeze artist who took his cues from the organist about when to start, reach and land, fell to his death. The had deliberately changed the temptation in the middle of the act to
throw him away. Story 13: A man is found dead in a room with 53 bicycles. Answer: The man had played cards for money. He had cheated by pulling an extra ace up his sleeve. His opponent had shot him and run away. Bikes are a bicycle playing cards. Story 14: A man has been murdered while sitting in the driver's seat of his car. Although there are bullet wounds to the body
and all the doors and windows of the car are hermetically closed and locked, there are no bullet holes anywhere in the car. Answer: The car is a convertible with the top down. Story 15: A man is in a cabin. There's broken glass on the floor. The man is dead. Answer: There was a plane crash and she is found dead in a story 16 plane cabin: A woman walks into a bar and orders a
glass of water. The bartender gives her the water and points a gun at her. He says thank you and leaves. Answer: The bartender cured her hiccups. Story 17: If man had seen the sawdust, he would not have died. Answer: Man was a blind dwarf in a circus. His competitor's slow, piece-by-piece, sawn-off blind may be shorter to make him think he was growing up and would lose
his job. The blind dwarf killed himself. Story 18: Every morning, the man exits his apartment on the 18th floor, and drives the elevator down to the lobby. Every afternoon, after work, he climbs up to the eleveator on the 8th floor, goes out and walks up to the 18th floor, using the stairs, except on rainy days, when he drives the elevator up to the 18th floor. Answer: The man is a
dwarf and can't reach buttons higher than the 8th floor, except when his umbrella carrries on rainy days. Story 19: A man with a long beard walks into a restaurant and orders the albatross. Let's bite, the man runs from the restaurant. Answer: The man had been wrecked for a long time. Not all of his friends survived the ship. The cook had found some meat and cooked it, calling it
albatross. Now, eating the albatross, he realizes he was eating the flesh of his dead friends. Story 20: During the night, while the man and his wife were sleeping in their apartment, a storm hit by electricity. This morning, the wife was dead. Answer: His wife lived in an iron lung and died when the power went out. Story 21: A man is lying dead in a field next to a rock. Answer: The
man is Superman and the rock is kryptonite. Story 22: A man rolls a stroller up to a motel, pays some money. A little beer, throws the cart away. Answer: Man plays monopoly. Back to: Yikes! Thank you for your interest in our services. We are a non-profit group that runs this website for document sharing. We need your help maintaining this website. To keep our site running, we
need your help to cover the cost of our server (about $400/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Please help us share our services with your friends. The famous logical stories that children and their children make to think! Each book contains new stories for children aged 7-77. Stimulate students' critical and creative thinking skills. You can read a story in a group; to find the
answer people can only ask questions that can be answered with yes or no... Each book contains 20 stories. They are listed here in volume order. You can choose to purchase individual books or the full set of volume volumes new stories by Nathan Levy.$14.95More unique, new logic stories by Nathan Levy, $14.95Vol.1 ★ Revised and Updated 2017New ISBN
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with holes. Some of the most difficult stories have been omitted. Glossy covers make this set more suitable as a gift set. Grades 2-Adult.Regular price: $90.00Pity price: $72.00Stories with Holes Gift Edition Volumes 7-12by Nathan LevyBy Nathan LevySample stories taken from 19 of the 20 volumes of stories with holes. Some of the most difficult stories have been omitted.
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